
UNCOMMON FREE THROW SHOOTING RITUALS

Uncommon free throw shooting rituals some basketball players have strange [tag ]free throw shooting routines[/tag]
there are a number of reasons why they.

A notably horrid career free throw shooter with a 51 percent average, Chamberlain had many free throw
shooting advisers over the course of his year career. Okay, the guy shot 71 percent for his career, which isn't
bad, but that's not what lands you on this list is it? Before shooting, Kidd would bounce the ball a few times
and then blow a kiss with his left hand. Rip Hamilton dribbles to the side. So far it has worked for Arenas. Cat
Yronwoode of Lucky Mojo says , "Anyone whose name you prepare and freeze in this way will be frozen out.
Fill the bag with the consecrated water and then seal it. Please bear in mind that if your particular belief
system prohibits you from casting certain types of spells, you should probably not do so. Barry said that
putting his hands on top of the ball helped generate backspin. First, Rip takes a deep breath, takes two dribbles
in front one on the side and lets fly a dagger that has downed foes and teams who thought they were destined
for victory. Steve Nash licks his fingers and pulls back his hair before shooting a freebie. Barry shot his free
throws underhanded like he was participating in a trick shot contest. If you're trying to freeze up someone
whose sexual exploits ought to be kept in check, use a fruit or vegetable shaped like human
genitalsâ€”consider the shape of a peach or a zucchini, and you get the idea. One of the more unsubstantiated,
but not too implausible charity attemptsâ€”probably due more to Chamberlain's Paul Bunyan-like stature on
the courtâ€”was that Wilt tried, but more likely considered, dunking or laying it in on a few occasions. That
has settled his mind enough to knock down 80 percent of his career freebies. Whenever he shot free throws, he
would bounce the ball a certain number of times, then rub his cheek with his right hand. Share on Twitter
Joakim Noah:. He lasted only 3 seasons in the NBA averaging 6. Share on Twitter Bill Cartwright:. Now,
there's a kiss for luck. Related posts:. The Spurs' All-Star point guard is no slouch at the stripe, which is what
makes this free throw, uh, "attempt" from January all the more comical: the ball squirted out of his hands and
didn't make it even halfway to the hoop. They are posted with the intention of being helpful to those who are
looking for spell resources and may need to be adjusted to fit your individual situation. In theory, shooting a
free throw seems like one of the easiest basketball plays to make. Before shooting, Hornacek would rub the
right side of his face three times. Part of the reason O'Neal was so terrible at the line:? Malone takes a very
long time to shoot his free throws and normally would exhaust the second limit on shooting free throws. Of
course, given his reputation as one of the baddest dudes to ever lace 'em up , we're willing to be no one ever
laughed at him. Closer examination reveals, however, that he's putting sidespin on the ball. Sometimes we
have people in our lives who cause problems, and this is where a banishing spell comes in handy. Updated
April 26, Got someone in your life who's driving you nuts? Much like the freezer spell, a magical binding is
simply a spell or working that restrains someone metaphysically, preventing that person from doing
something. Mason dribbled a few times, held the ball up in his hands as if to release, then spent the remaining
three-to-four seconds with the ball perched and paused like an annoying video game glitch as everyone sat
dumbfounded. Steve Nash Perhaps the greatest free throw shooter of all time, Nash constantly practiced his
form over and over before the referee even passed him the ball to shoot. Nash also licked the tips of his fingers
before shooting. He breathes, dribbles twice down and one to the side before attempting a shot. Share on
Twitter Gilbert Arenas:. The paper is inserted in the slit, then the whole thing is bound up with twine and
placed in the icebox to freeze. Jason Kidd blows a kiss to his wife Jumana and his family prior to shooting free
throws. Ex-West Craven player Tony Jones has one of the most involved rituals at the free-throw line. Many
magical traditions utilize freezer spells for a variety of magical purposes. Quite honestly, Malone, who
attempted 13, free throws and made 9, of them spentâ€”according to this writer's arithmeticâ€”close to a
day-and-a-half on the foul line.


